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The only quick reference guide to the number one virtualization product!

Get all your solutions about VMware's newest virtualization infrastructure software on the spot with this handy reference guide.  Designed for quick access with special headings, thumb tabs, easy-to-read lists, and more, this book is the perfect companion to any comprehensive VMware guide, such as Mastering VMware vSphere 4.

	Covers the market-leading virtualization product, VMware's new vSphere 4
	Offers a quick-access reference for your day-to-day administration of vSphere 4
	Includes thumb tabs, secondary and tertiary tables of contents, and special heading treatments to provide quick and easy lookup, as well as quick-reference tables, lists, and step-by-step instruction to provide VMware administrators answers on the spot


Keep this helpful, handy guide within easy reach.
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Making Enterprise Risk Management Pay Off: How Leading Companies Implement Risk ManagementPrentice Hall, 2002
Lessons in risk management from world-class practitioners.

Risk managers can no longer operate in a vacuum: they must understand all the risks that impact today's enterprise, and involve all of the firm's leaders in managing those risks. Enlightened companies are meeting these challenges through enterprise risk management: a set of...
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Lighting Up: The Rise of Social Smoking on College CampusesNew York University, 2015

	While the past 40 years have seen significant declines in adult smoking, this is not the case among young adults, who have the highest prevalence of smoking of all other age groups. At a time when just about everyone knows that smoking is bad for you, why do so many college students smoke? Is it a short lived phase or do they continue...
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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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Fundamentals of Sensor Network Programming: Applications and TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Sensor processing is a central and an important problem in aerospace/defense, automation,
	medical imaging, and robotics, to name only a few areas. A surveillance
	system used in aerospace and defense is an example of a sensor processing system.
	It uses devices such as infrared sensors, microwave radars, and laser radars that are...
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Getting Started with ArduinoMaker Media, Inc, 2011

	
		Arduino is the open-source electronics prototyping platform that’s taken the design and hobbyist world by storm. This thorough introduction, updated for Arduino 1.0, gives you lots of ideas for projects and helps you work with them right away. From getting organized to putting the final touches on your prototype, all the...
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Cancer (Topics in Medicinal Chemistry)Springer, 2007

	This volume reviews advances in cancer chemotherapy research over the last 10 years. Chapters written by leading experts in their field reflect a range of current medicinal chemistry approaches to small molecule drugs. Each chapter covers the drug target and biological rationale, chemotypes, clinical status and future prospects in this...
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